Russell Hall
NAR #94760 SR
Project Name: The Big One
Code Name: H³RL3

Rocket = Ultimate Wildman kit 6in diameter, 10.5ft long, 98mm motor tube, 1515 rail guides
RocketPoxy for most all construction and fillets, with West System 5min for little things
Motor = Cesaroni Pro75 4G M1830, total impulse = 5603.7Ns, Burn time = 3.07 sec
5:1 Thrust to Weight ratio is (1830 /4.45) / 5 = 85.25lb
Recovery = Main Top Flight Recovery 96in chute, Drogue Top Flight Recovery 45in chute
Drogue chute will be a backup recovery in the event the main chute failure.
1” Tublar Nylon, Main cord length 50ft, Drogue cord length 50ft
Static air ports on ebay are four half inch holes with 4.8in of separation, per Startologger doc.
Electronics = Main StratoLogger SL100, StratoLoggerCF
Lipo Nano-Tech 7.6v 460mah, Dog House rotor switches, wiring,
and black powder latex glove fingertip - duct tape burrito
Electronic Charges = Main chute side area is 6” x (36-6-6) 24” -- 4.6 grams of 4F (3x 4-40 pins) backup charge 6.9g
Drogue chute side area is 6” x (60-4-24) 32” -- 4.0 grams of 4F (3x 4-40 pins) backup charge 6.0g
Ground testing has been done to get all primary charge values.
Backup charges are 50% more than tested charges.
Tracking = Red bee 70cm 16mw GPS unit and Red Bee 70cm transmitter, HAM license is N8RSH.
I will be using APRS GPS message to track down the rocket with ham directional signal finding as backup.
Motor retention = 98mm Aeropac flange mount with an Aeropac adapter from 98mm to 75mm
Estimated empty rocket weight is 37.4lb with no motor case
Launch Fully Loaded Weight estimate is 49.2 lb with a M1830……. (propellant is ~ 5.87lb, case is ~ 6lb)
Velocity at the rod estimate is 58.2ft/s with 72in of rod
Maximum expected velocity is 730 ft/s (Mach 0.68)
Maximum expected altitude is 6849ft
Maximum expected acceleration is 8.94G

Expected ground hit velocity is 16.1 ft/s
(20ft/s is recommended)
All above calculations done with openrocket

Estimate drag coefficient is

Rocket empty

Rocket loaded with M1830-CS

ebay Design v2.4

1.

Pre-launch checklist:
1. Equipment list including
1. Launch flight bag: knife, regular and phillips screw drivers, 7/16 wrench, allen wrench, electrical
tape
2. Extra flight parts box: extra bp, extra ematchs, extra chutes, 5-min epoxy, extra batteries, drill, tap
set for 4-40 pins
3. Motor preparation materials, lubricants
4. Volt meter
5. Motor retender & adaptors, 4-40 shear pins, well nuts, extra wire
6. Chair, table, pvc rocket stands, Shade tent
2. Safety practices
1. Motor will be assembled before showing up to the launch site.
2. Black Powder Deployment charges will be assembled at the site.
1. Safety procedures to follow, will be no sparks or smoking near prep area.
2. Safe area will also have no kids or other people nearby while working with black powder.
3. Require coordination of radio frequencies with other modelers to prevent interference
3. Motor preparation per manufacturer’s instructions
1. Igniter installation is deferred until the model is on the launch pad
2. This item might be left until after the airframe is prepared in case of an airframe problem
3. Install and secure the motor in the airframe
4. Electronics preparations
1. Verify switches are in the off position
2. Verify battery capacity or replace
3. Inspect both main and backup Stragologgers for damage, mounting integrity
4. Make sure electronics boot and beep correctly
5. Verify switches are off postition when checks are complete
6. Prepare Big Red Bee trackers for launch, and verify it works.
5. Pyrotechnics
1. Observe safety practices prior to handling pyrotechnics, no sparks or static
2. Inspect e matches for damage
3. Test e matches with a millimeter for continuity
4. Load each BP burrito Primary Main = 4.6g
Backup Main = 6.9g
Primary Drogue = 4.0g
Backup Drogue = 6.0g
5. Verify electronics are off prior to connections
6. Verify electronics are off after connections
6. Recovery system
1. Inspect all components for damage (e.g. tears, burns, cuts)
2. Inspect for tangles
3. Verify all hardware is properly secured and quick links are connected
4. Pack all parachutes and cords in chute protectors

5. Verify dog barf is in place
6. Verify connecting airframe tubes are secured with shear pins
7. Shake test with it standing up

7.

Final assembly
1. Check all wires in ebay and make sure batteries are connected, and lock down nuts to ebay.
2. Connect the main shock cord to the ebay threw the payload bay
3. Connect Pyro charges on the main and drogue side of the ebay
4. Connect Payload bay to ebay with well nuts.
5. Load dog barf in payload bay on top of pyro charges ~ 5-6inches
6. Connect main chute and chute protector to main shock cord
7. Pack the chute and cord into the payload bay
8. Load tracker in nose cone and verify it’s powered up
9. Connect main shock cord to nose cone
10. Install 4-40 shear pins threw nose cone into payload bay
** This point the front of the rocket is ready
11. Secure adapter to motor, load motor in model, secure motor retainer
12. Connect drogue shock cord to booster tube
13. Connect drogue chute and protector to shock cord
14. Pack drogue chute, protector, shock cord in to booster tube
15. Load booster tube with dog braf
16. Connect drogue shock cord to ebay
17. Connect ebay/front assembly to booster tube
18. Install 4-40 shear pins threw booster tube into ebay
19. Shake test.. Make sure nothing sounds too funny, and it gets the dog barf to settle.
*** Model is ready to fly
20. Present model to RSO for permission to fly, make sure L3CC member is good to go as well.
21. Verify electronics remain in a safed condition
22. Verify igniter is available for installation (not installed)
23. Verify CG location; is it forward of the aft allowable limit?
24. Verify alignment of launch pad interfaces (if applicable)

2. Launch checklist
1. My dad will be helping me transport the model to the launch pad and getting it on the rail
2. Equipment list including
1. Ladders, step stools for loading and access
2. 1515 8ft Rail is required
3. Launch pad tools (e.g. wrenches, allen wrenches)
4. Recovery support items, club radio and ham radio
3. Place model on launcher
4. Verify launch angle/trajectory
5. Install igniter into motor and DON’T CONNECT TO launch system
6. Have helpers on field stand back from rocket and have them be quite while checking beeps
7. Arm recovery systems
1. Verify all removable items are removed
2. Verify switch locking devices or connector bayonets are engaged
3. Verify both StratoLogger are beeping to the correct tune.
8. Turn on non-flight critical electronics/payloads
9. Connect igniter to launch system
10. Verify Flight Witnesses are ready
11. Indicate flight readiness to LCO/RSO
3. Post flight checklist
1. Verify all pyrotechnics are discharged
1. Safe the pyrotechnic systems if live devices are present
2. Attempt to identify the reason for the unfired pyrotechnic
2. Record or save any flight data indicates that will be lost after power removal
3. Remove power from electronic systems
4. Present model to L3CC member in attendance for confirmation of safe flight and completion of
Level 3 paper work.

